Pair formation and global ordering of strongly interacting ferrocolloid mixtures: an integral equation study.
Using the reference hypernetted chain (RHNC) integral equation theory and an accompanying stability analysis we investigate the structural and phase behaviors of model bidisperse ferrocolloids based on correlations of the homogeneous isotropic high-temperature phase. Our model consists of two species of dipolar hard spheres (DHSs) which dipole moments are proportional to the particle volume. At small packing fractions our results indicate the onset of chain formation, where the (more strongly coupled) A species behaves essentially as a one-component DHS fluid in a background of B particles. At high packing fractions, on the other hand, the RHNC theory indicates the appearance of isotropic-to-ferromagnetic transitions (volume ratios close to one) and demixing transitions (smaller volume ratios). However, contrary with the related case of monodisperse DHS mixtures previously studied by us [Phys. Rev. E 70, 031201 (2004)], none of the present bidisperse systems exhibit demixing within the isotropic phase, rather we observe coupled ferromagnetic/demixing phase transitions.